[Extraction of spectral information of additives from activated manganese dioxide products using adaptive kernel independent component analysis].
The additives were abstracted from the manganese dioxide products with four kinds of organic solvents, ether, acetone, chloroform and toluene. The extracts were then baked and their attenuated total reflectance (ATR) FTIR spectra were measured using liquid membrane method. The number of chemical components of the additives was determined by median absolute deviation (MAD), and the spectral information of the pure component was extracted by kernel independent component analysis (KICA). The extracted spectral information of the additives is accordant to that of the practically used compounds. An adaptive kernel independent component analysis (AKICA) was proposed for directive extraction of spectral information from chemical mixtures. The results demonstrated that the AKICA method provides an alternative approach to extracting spectral information from the chemical mixtures without previously chemical or physical preseparation for direct extracting spectral information of pure components in the mixed system.